
The 'Think Ahead! Open Platform' explores the future of media art and digital culture. It is a 
marketplace of ideas and an incubator. Be ready for quick insights into artists' minds and 
creatives' hard drives!

NIMk has invited artists, researchers, inventors and hackers active in the digital culture and 
based in the Netherlands, to preset projects that are under construction such as artworks, 
events, installations, performances, software/hardware tools for cultural purposes or 
online/offline publications.

On this afternoon the pre-selected projects will be presented to the public and the jury. the 
participants get 10 minutes each to explain their projects and answer questions from the 
audience and the jury.
The winner of this competition will receive € 2.000, expert advice and technical assistance 
for the further development or actual realisation of the project.

You can find the schedule of presentations at: www.nimk.nl

Jury:

Susanne Jaschko, chief curator NIMk  www.nimk.nl
Floor van Spaendonck, director of Virtueel Platform www.virtueelplatform.nl
Alex Schaub, director of Fablab De Waag www.waag.org 
Christine van den Horn, responsible for the programme at Media Guild 
www.mediaguild.com

http://www.nimk.nl/
http://www.mediaguild.com/
http://www.virtueelplatform.nl/


Think Ahead! Open Platform

Schedule of presentations:

12:15 'the Other kernel' by Eric Schrijver.
Content-driven logic management as part of the autorism project.

12:30 'Open Images' by Maarten Brinkerink.
On-line media platform for sharing sound and visual material and promoting creative 
reuse.

12:45 'CONCEPT XIII ' by L.C. von Sukmeister. 
On-line media platform for art appropiation works.

13:00 'ZXZW / SPF' by Joost Heijthuijsen, Erik Luyten and Barry Spooren. 
A festival and community on independent culture. The Social festival Model (SFM) is ZXZW's 
open source business model.

13:15 'Nest Project' by ChangFang Luo and Tsaiher Cheng. 
How do we pioneer a user-led building development?

13:0 'Values' by Niko Princen. 
On-line questionnaire and visualization for art's values.

13:45 'Collective Consciousness / Common thought (s)/ Ephemeral Government' by 
Caetano Carvalho. 
Open documentary , dreams and hopes on 'The Pirate Bay' case.

14:00' World Wide Wave' by Sofy Yuditskaya, Dan Wilcox and Valeria Marraco.
An aggregation of radio stations by geographical location.

14:20 Break



14:45 'Subterrainian Vibes' by Péter Frucht and Uli Kürner.  
Interactive multimedia artwork running for mobile phones. 

15:00 'e-Pressed' by Anja Hertenberger, Barbara Pais and Danielle Roberts. 
A new communication layer for handling the vulnerability caused by negative emotions.

15:15 'Live Buoy' by Christina della Giustina and Patrick de Koning (w0lf team). 
Locative media project, real time collection of data, sound and images of a drifting buoy.

15:30 'Treasure Mapper' by Tijmen Schep. 
Locative media platform that triggers different media depending on your physical location.

15:30 'Touchscreen Interface for plants' by Sander Veenhof. 
A study on slow interface design and the agency of plants.

15:45 'Ximpel' by Winoe Bhikharie, Hugo Huurdeman and Marek van de Watering. 
The eXtensible interactive media player for entertainment and learning.

15:45 'BZabel' by Art van Triest. 
Interactive video installation that plays with humann association and interpretation.

16:00 'Panorama Holland' by Roberto Voorbij. 
An analysis of national identity in relation to commerciality through a visual interactive tour 
with PTViewer.

16:15 Break

17:15 Award ceremony

Times and orders of presenters are subject to change.*


